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Multiferroics, where ferroelectric and magnetic orders are concurrently present, reveal new
physical properties due to the strong interplay between the dual order parameters. The
emergence of the unprecedented cross-coupling effects in such materials has offered a new
vein of essential understanding of correlated spin and lattice degrees of freedom and the
related macroscopic phenomena, and has invigorated the application in future generations
of novel devices. Recently, the enhanced coupling has been discovered in the new class of
materials called spin-driven ferroelectrics in which ferroelectric order originates from the
exchange striction of special types of magnetic orders with broken inversion symmetry.
However, the driven ferroelectric polarization appears to be minuscule, compared with that
of the typical ferroelectrics. Thus, one of the demanding challenges of the multiferroics
research is finding systems or ways to escalate the magnitude of polarization. Herein, we
present discoveries of new multiferroics which exhibit giant ferroelectricity due to the new
exchange striction mechanism through rare-earth and transition-metal ions and their strong
tunability of polarization by applying magnetic fields. (1) New multiferroic of
single-crystalline orthorhombic HoMnO3 was, for the first time, grown by the flux method.
The crystals with incommensurate E-type magnetic structure exhibit much large
ferroelectric polarization with the direction along the c-axis, completely different from the
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theoretical predictions. From the analysis, the polarization can be described by the new
emerging mechanism of Ho-Mn exchange striction. (3) Tunable giant ferroelecric
polarization in the multiferroic GdMn2O5 has been demonstrated. The ferroelectric
polarization in this compound is found to be the largest and be varied repeatedly with the
largest change by applying external magnetic fields among the spin-driven ferroelectrics
known to date. In addition, contrary to the known origin for ferroelectricity in REMn2O5
(RE=rare earth ions), the Mn-Mn exchange striction mechanism, the complete magnetic
structure constructed by the x-ray resonant scattering experiment clarify that the giant
ferroelectricity in GdMn2O5 results mainly from the Gd-Mn symmetric exchange striction.
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Chapter I

Latest Progress in Multiferroics Research
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1. Introduction to Multiferroics

Ferroelectric and magnetic materials have been a time-honored subject of research
and have led to some of the most important technological advances to date. Magnetism
and ferroelectricity are involved with local spins and off-centered structural distortions,
respectively. These two seemingly unrelated phenomena can indeed coexist in certain
unusual materials, termed multiferroics, in which astonishing effects due to the crosscoupling between magnetic and dielectric properties have been recently observed [1, 2].
However, the understanding of this remarkable occurrence remains a scientific challenge.
Among the several multiferroics newly-discovered in the past few years, a new class of
multiferroics, where magnetic order itself generates ferroelectricity, has been of great
recent interest. In these magnetism-driven ferroelectrics, magnetic order accompanied by
the loss of inversion symmetry loses the lattice inversion symmetry through exchange
striction, thus inducing ferroelectricity [3-10]. Moreover, external magnetic field which
influences the spin configurations of magnetic order naturally results in changes in
ferroelectric or dielectric properties. Highly tunable electric properties by applied
magnetic fields have been observed in many materials categorized as this class [3-5]. The
representative examples can be listed as REMnO3 (RE=rare earth ions), REMn2O5,
orthorhombic REMnO3, orthoferrites REFeO3, langasite Ba3NbFe3Si2O14, LiCu2O2,
Ca3CoMnO6, double perovskite RE2CoMnO6, delafossite CuFeO2, ACrO2 (A=Cu, Ag),
and CaMn7O12 [1-9]. The origin of the ferroelectricity turns out to be exchange striction
possibly due to both symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of exchange couplings of
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specific spin configurations. The anti-symmetric exchange coupling known as the
Dzyaloshinski-Moriya (DM) interaction is activated for ferroelectricity in spiral-magnetic
systems such as TbMnO3 and LiCu2O2 [1, 5], while the symmetric exchange interaction is
responsible for the multiferroicity in the collinear-magnetic systems such as Ca3CoMnO6
and TbMn2O5 [2, 6]. Due to the intrinsic magnetoelectric coupling in such materials,
effective control of bulk magnetization by applied electric fields would be expected as
well. However, the evidence for tunable bulk magnetization by electric fields has scarcely
been presented so far [11].

Another interesting aspect of multiferroics is the observation of multiferroic
domain and domain-wall structures. In multiferroic h-REMnO3, an intriguing
‘cloverleaf’-like pattern which is composed of six ferroelectric domains merging at one
point was observed. This pattern forms a vortex or an anti-vortex depending on the order
of rotation of six domains and originates from a topological defect with interlocked
ferroelectric and structural antiphase domain walls. The patterns appear to distribute over
the crystal creating a complicated vortex-antivortex network [10, 11]. Moreover, very
recently, an MFM (Magentic Force Microscopy) study of h-ErMnO3 reveals that
magnetic domains at low temperature follow the same cloverleaf-like patterns, thus
proves that the patterns are the true multiferroic vortices and anti-vortices, i.e., magneticferroelectric domains [12].

2. Antisymmetric Exchange Interaction – Spiral-magnetic Multiferroics
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The most common origin for magnetically-driven ferroelectrics is found in spiralmagnets where spins rotate while propagating perpendicular to the spin rotation axis (FIG.
I. 1). The mechanism of ferroelectricity is known to be the antisymmetric exchange
striction due to inverse effect of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya (DM) interaction among the
non-collinear-type spin configuration [13]. A spiral-magnetic order can be stabilized in a
typical condition that the ratio between JAF and JF is larger than 1/4, i.e., |JAF/JF|>1/4
where nearest-neighbor

ferromagnetic coupling

(JF) and next-nearest-neighbor

antiferromagnetic coupling (JAF) compete each other. Then every nearest-neighbor spin
pair in the spiral modulation produces the same displacement of the mediated oxygen ion
because of the inverse DM interaction, leading to the ferroelectric polarization with the
direction perpendicular to the spin modulation vector. The so-called spin current model
presents that the induced ferroelectric polarization is proportional to eij× (Si × Sj ), where
Si and Sj are neighboring two magnetic spins and eij is the vector connecting the two spins.
An outstanding realization of a spiral magnet with ferroelectricity and pronounced
magneto-electric coupling occurs in the one-dimensional quantum magnet of cuprate
LiCu2O2. Note that cuprates have been known to exhibit various extraordinary quantum
effects such as high-Tc superconductivity and the Haldane state, and this discovery
supplies the first example of a ferroelectric cuprate. In, LiCu2O2, the ferroelectric
polarization along the c-axis emerges at the temperature where the spiral magnetic order
sets in (FIG. I. 2(b)) [5]. With the application of magnetic field along the b-axis, the
ferroelectric polarization flops to the a-axis because the spiral plane rotates from the bc to
ab plane by 90°as represented in FIG. I. 2 (b) and (c).
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FIG. I. 1. The spiral spin structure. The mirror-plane (indicated by the blue dotted line)
symmetry is lost generating the ferroelectric polarization along the direction
perpendicular to the spiral modulation vector.
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FIG. I. 2. (a) Phase diagram of LiCu2O2, showing the presence of a paraelectric –
paramagnetic state, a ferroelectric state with Pc and a ferroelectric state with Pa induced
by Hb. (b) Proposed spiral spin structure in zero magnetic field, consistent with the
presence of a finite electric polarization (P) along the c-axis. Cu2+ ions (in blue) are
coordinated by five oxygen atoms (in white) including one apical one. (c) Proposed spiral
spin structure in H = 9 T along the b-axis. In Hb, P switches to the a-axis [5].
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3. Symmetric Exchange Interaction – Collinear-magnetic Multiferroics

The other mechanism for spin-driven ferroelectricity is through symmetric
exchange interaction. In an Ising chain magnet, Ca3CoMnO6, competition between
nearest neighbor ferromagnetic (JF) and next-nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic
interactions (JAF) produces up-up-down-down (  )-type spin order for |JAF/JF|>1/2 as
shown in FIG. I. 3. If the charges of magnetic ions alternate along the chain, the system
loses inversion symmetry resulting in ferroelectricity [6].
The routes to exchange interactions are a bit more complicated in orthorhombic
REMn2O5 (RE=rare earth ions, Tb-Lu).

In REMn2O5, Mn4+ ions occupy oxygen

octahedra, whereas Mn3+ ions are in oxygen square-pyramids as shown in FIG. I. 4.
These ions form zigzag antiferromagnetic chain modulating along the a-axis with the
spins parallel within each chain and tilted by about 15◦ with respect to the a axis below
commensurate antiferromagnetic ordering temperature. The electric polarization results
from the symmetric exchange striction among nearly collinear Mn spins. The exchange
striction is dominated by the spin-configuration of neighboring Mn3+-Mn4+ pair and
generates an ionic ferroelectric polarization along the b-axis whose sign is dictated by the
repulsion and attraction of pairs of ions bearing anti-parallel and parallel spin
configurations, respectively [14]. More detailed explanation on the system will be
discussed in Chapter 2.
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FIG. I. 3. (a) 1-dimensional chain with alternating charges and  -type spin order. (b)
Effect of exchange striction resulting in the displacements of ions and thus producing
ferroelectric polarization (red arrow) [15].
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REMn2O5

FIG. I. 4. Schematic view of the structure of REMn2O5. Blue squares and green triangles
indicate Mn4+O6 octahedra and Mn3+O5 bypyramids, respectively [15].
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E-type antiferromagnetic orthorhombic REMnO3 (o-REMnO3) is also a
multiferroic whose ferroelectric polarization is induced by symmetric exchange striction
[16, 17]. o-REMnO3 with small rare earth ions such as Ho and Y crystallizes in a
distorted perovskite structure. The ferroelectricity in the E-type manganites is currently
believed to be induced mainly by Mn-Mn symmetric exchange striction, i.e. repulsion of
co-aligned Mn spins. This repulsion, together with the associated motion of the oxygen
ions, leads to the appearance of ferroelectric polarization along the a-axis for the
commensurate state, as illustrated in FIG. I. 5. Note that the theoretical estimation
predicted that the ferroelectric polarization through symmetric exchange striction in Etype spin order can be larger than that in spiral magnets by up to two orders of magnitude
[16].

4. Cross-control of Magnetization and Polarization by Applying Electric
and Magnetic Fields

Controlling magnetism by an external electric field or ferroelectric polarization by
applying magnetic field has been an important topic in multiferroic research. In a
magnetism-driven ferroelectrics such as REMn2O5, application of sufficient magnetic
field can bring drastic changes in ferroelectric and dielectric properties i.e. large
magnetoelectric effects [2, 18]. FIG. 1.6.(c) demonstrates the highly reversible 180◦
flipping of electric polarization along the b-axis in TbMn2O5 upon applying magnetic
field along the a-axis. However, the demonstration of tunable magnetization by applying
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FIG. I. 5. Lattice and magnetic structure of E-type orthorhombic REMnO3. RE atims are
not shown. Oxygen displacements reflect the effect of Mn-Mn exchange striction.
Dashed line shows structural unit cell.
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electric fields has rarely been presented so far.
Recently, a new way of achieving a giant magnetoelectric effect in a multiferroic
was presented by utilizing the high sensitivity of the coexistence of competing magnetic
phases to external perturbations such as electric and magnetic fields [19]. In
Eu0.75Y0.25MnO3 with the presence of magnetic fields, a multiferroic phase with spiral
magnetism intricately balances with an emergent weak ferromagnetic phase. Coexistence
of competing two phases in a broad range of T-H phase space results from kinetic
arrest/de-arrest processes of the first order multiferroic to weak ferromagnetic phase
transition [20, 21]. The resulting frozen/melted magnetoelectric glass states exhibit
fascinating temperature dependent hysteretic behaviors of magnetic and ferroelectric
properties with variation of temperature and magnetic field, in close analogy with the
magnetic and transport behaviors of CMR (colossal magnetoresistance) manganites with
a magnetic glass [22, 23]. It appears that coexistence of the competing phases can be
significantly influenced by electric and magnetic fields, through changing the relative
volume fraction of multiferroic and weak ferromagnetic phases. It leads to a remarkable
control of magnetization and polarization with electric and magnetic fields. The
magnitudes of magnetization and polarization are significantly reduced and promoted,
respectively, by applying electric fields, and they behave in the opposite tendency under
magnetic fields. FIG. I. 7. shows the demonstration of the repeatable variation of
magnetization and polarization at some fixed temperatures by linearly-oscillating electric
and magnetic fields, respectively.
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FIG. I. 7. (a), (b) Repeated variation of ∆Mc (δMc) at 15 K in Hc = 5.5 T by appling Ea,
varied linealy with time between +10 and -10 kV/cm. The inset shows time-dependent
∆Mc in Hc = 5.5 T at 15 K without Ea. [19]
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5. Imaging Multiferroic Vortices

Hexagonal REMnO3 (RE=Ho-Lu, Y and Sc) is a multiferroic which possesses
both ferroelectricity (TC ~ 1200 – 1500 K) and antiferromagnetism (TN ~ 70 – 120 K)
[24]. The structure comprises triangular lattice layers of MnO5 polyhedra which are tilted
to form the trimerization of Mn ions in each layer (FIG. I. 8). Ferroelectric polarization
emerging along the c axis originates from the trimer-induced opposite displacements of
RE ions with non-equal portions, i.e., downward displacements of 2/3 4b-site Re ions and
upward displacements of 1/3 2a-site RE ions [25]. Below TN, the neighboring Mn3+ spins
arrange antiferromagnetically with a relative angle of 120◦ in a triangular lattice in the abplane. A new trend in multiferroics research stems from the recent observation of vortexantivortex domain structures found in hexagonal multiferroic YMnO3 by performing
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and conductive atomic force microscopy
(CAFM) at room temperature [10] as shown in FIG. I. 9. The investigation reveals that
six distinguishable domains are merged together at one point and those domains are
composed of three types of antiphase domains (α, β, and γ) and two ferroelectric domains
(+ and –) resulting in the observed cloverleaf-like patterns with cyclic arrangement of 6
domain configurations (α+, β-, γ+, α-, β+, and γ-). Interestingly, various configurations of
topological vortices and antivortices result in a large-scale domain pattern in a way to
form a self-organized network which can also be observed simply under an optical
microscope [11]. Moreover, the network formation can be analyzed in terms of graph
theory and can be properly colored, reflecting the nature of self-organized criticality.
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Most recently, the study of h-ErMnO3 by a magnetic force microscopy (MFM) at
low temperature and a piezo-response force microscopy (PFM) at room temperature (FIG.
I. 10) verified that the topological vortex-antivortex partterns are the true multiferroic
domains in that the ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic domains are interlocked
[reference]. The result shows that uncompensated magnetic moments at domain walls are
present and alternate through the vortex-antivortex network, reflecting collective
magnetism at ferroelectric domain walls. In addition, spin chirality in domains appears to
be controllable by applying magnetic fields.
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FIG. I. 9. (a) Transmission electron microscopy image showing six antiphase domains
merging to one point. (b) Proposed cloverleaf configuration of six antiphase/ferroelectric
domains. (c,d) Topography and conductive atomic force microscopy images obtained in
contact mode [10].
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FIG. I. 10. Correlation of DW magnetism over the vortex network. a, topography b, room
temperature PFM image, and c, MFM image (5.5 K, 0.2 T, lift height: 180 nm) taken at
the same location on the (001) surface of a h-ErMnO3 single crystal. The color scale for
the topography and MFM (Δf) are 270 nm and 0.4 Hz, respectively. The red and blue
colors in the PFM image correspond to up and down ferroelectric domains, respectively.
d, a cartoon sketch of the DW net moments over the entire field of view based on MFM
data in fig. 1c (the same location as the green boxs) and the vortex connectivity in b
(PFM). Black (white) lines represent up (down) net moments [12].
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Chapter II

New exchange-striction mechanism of ferroelectricity in
multiferroic orthorhombic HoMnO3
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1. Introduction
Multiferroics attract significant attention because of cross-coupling between
magnetism and ferroelectricity (FE), and the related possibility of controlling magnetism
with an electric field (and vice versa) [1, 2]. FE induced by magnetic order is especially
interesting because of the strong effect of a magnetic field (H) on the ferroelectric order.
Exchange striction is a major mechanism producing FE in magnetically ordered systems
[2]. Both symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the exchange coupling can drive FE. The
latter case is known to occur in spiral magnets, such as TbMnO3 [2]. These systems
exhibit small electric polarizations (P) of the order of 10-1 C/cm2 – three orders of
magnitude smaller than in proper ferroelectrics. Symmetric exchange is expected to
produce much larger P. However, the corresponding materials identified so far show
similarly small values of P [3, 4]. Theoretical predictions [5, 6] of a 100 times larger P in
the magnetic E-phase of orthorhombic perovskite manganites o-RMnO3 (R=Ho-Lu, and
Y) induced by Mn-Mn exchange striction has, therefore, attracted a lot of interest [7-10].
Unfortunately, these compounds exhibit [9, 10] maximum P values of only ~10-1 C/cm2.
In many cases (e.g. for R=Ho), any significant P is achieved only below the rare earth
magnetic ordering temperature (T) [9]. This indicates an essential role of the rare earth
magnetism, which is unaccounted for in the extant models. Importantly, all the E-type
manganites studied so far have been only synthesized in the polycrystalline form,
preventing characterization of many of their intrinsic properties.

In this paper, we report the first studies on single crystals of orthorhombic
HoMnO3 (o-HoMnO3). Unexpectedly, we find that P is pointing along crystallographic
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FIG. II. 1. The crystal structure of the o-HoMnO3 viewed from a-axis. The gray

25
c-axis, contrary to the theoretical prediction [5, 6] of P||a. We argue that Ho-Mn
exchange striction plays a key role in this system, and discuss possible outcomes of the
Mn-Mn interaction in the orthorhombic manganites. Our model predicts that in magnetic
rare earth manganites, coexisting Mn-Mn and R-Mn interactions can give rise to a new
phenomenon – a temperature-dependent direction of P.

2. Experimental Method
o-HoMnO3 crystallizes in a distorted perovskite structure (space group Pbnm),
shown in FIG. II. 1. We have synthesized rod-like large single crystals with dimensions
up to 2x2x7 mm3 (see FIG. II. 3.) utilizing conventional Bi2O3 flux method. Previously,
polycrystalline o-HoMnO3 has been obtained using high-pressure synthesis. We find that
flux growth with Bi2O3, Ho2O3 and MnO2 can stabilize both hexagonal and orthorhombic
crystals at the ambient pressure. Mixture of Bi2O3:Ho2O3:MnO2 = 6:0.5:1 ratio produces
the hexagonal phase, whereas 12:0.5:1 ratio leads to orthorhombic single crystals. The
crystals exhibit an orthorhombic perovskite structure with a=5.2689(2), b=5.8450(2), and
c=7.3698(2) Å at room temperature, and no twinning, as confirmed by refinement of
single-crystal x-ray diffraction data. It is consistent with previously published structure of
polycrystalline samples [11, 12]. The absence of twinning was further confirmed by
neutron diffraction experiments, in which a careful search revealed no diffraction peaks
due to possible twin domains. Magnetization (M) was measured with a SQUID
magnetometer. P and dielectric constant () were obtained by integrating pyroelectric
current measured with an electrometer and using an LCR meter at f =44 kHz, respectively.
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FIG. II. 2. Lattice and magnetic structure (k=0.5) of E-type orthorhombic RMnO3. R
atoms are not shown. Oxygen displacements reflect the effect of Mn-Mn exchange
striction. Dashed line shows structural unit cell. The magnetic unit cell is twice as large in
the y direction.
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FIG. II. 3. The image of flux grown single crystal of o-HoMnO3.
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Neutron diffraction data were collected on BT9 triple-axis spectrometer at NIST Center
for Neutron Research.

3. Result and Discussion

Mn spins in o-HoMnO3 order at TN40 K, exhibiting (0,Ay,0)-type
incommensurate structure with wave vector Q=(h,k,l)=(0,~0.4,0), and spins parallel to the
b axis [11]. At a lower T, some polycrystalline samples [12] become commensurate with
k=0.5, exhibiting the E-type order discussed theoretically in Ref. [5], and shown in FIG.
II. 2. For T<15 K, Ho spins order in the (ax,fy,0) pattern and the same Q as Mn [11]. Our
data are consistent with these results. Magnetic field (H) and T dependences of M are
shown in FIGs. II. 4.(a,b). The anomalies corresponding to TN=42 K and THo=15 K are
clearly observed in the T derivative of Mc shown in the inset in FIG. II. 4(b), as well as in
the Ma and Mb derivatives (not shown) . At low T, substantial magnitude of Mb develops,
possibly due to Ho contribution. FIGs. II. 5 and 6 show T dependence of various physical
properties under zero H. Onset of tiny ferroelectric polarization along the c axis (Pc) at
T=30 K appears (FIG. II. 5.(a)), and Pc exhibits an abrupt increase at THo=15 K, reaching
1,500 μC/m2 at 2 K. The magnitudes of Pa and Pb are negligible at any T. Dielectric
constant along the c axis (c) displays a pronounced peak at THo, in accordance with the
appearance of FE, whereas a increases broadly below TN, see FIG. II. 5.(b). The specific
heat, shown in FIG. II. 6.(b), exhibits a sharp peak at TN, and a small (but discernable)
anomaly at THo is also visible.
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FIG. II. 4. (a) Magnetization vs. magnetic field for T=2 K. (b) Magnetic susceptibility vs.
temperature (1 emu=410-6 m3). The inset shows temperature derivative of the
susceptibility.
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FIG. II. 5. Temperature dependences of the electric polarization (a) and dielectric
susceptibility (b) along the three crystallographic axes.
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FIG. II. 6. (a) Integrated intensity of the (0,k,1) magnetic peak vs. temperature. The k
component of the peak position is shown in the inset. (b) Temperature dependence of the
specific heat.
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Neutron diffraction data show that our samples are incommensurate at all temperatures.
FIG. II. 6.(a) shows the T dependence of the integrated intensity of the (0, k, 1) magnetic
peak, k0.4. The magnetic order appears at TN=42 K, and the peak intensity increases
significantly for T<THo, simultaneously with a large increase of Pc. Inset in FIG. II. 6.(a)
shows the T-dependent position k of the magnetic peak obtained from Gaussian fits.
With decreasing T, k exhibits a slight variation, but always stays close to k=0.4. There
appear to be changes in the slope of this dependence in the vicinity of the FE anomalies
at ~30 K, and at 15 K, reflecting the magnetoelectric coupling in this system.

The FE in the E-type manganites is currently believed [5, 6] to be induced by MnMn symmetric exchange striction, i.e. repulsion of co-aligned Mn spins. This repulsion,
together with the associated motion of the oxygen ions, leads to the appearance of Pa, as
illustrated in FIG. II. 2. for the k=0.5 commensurate state. The Mn spin is given by
Sy(y)=Scos(ky-i), where 0 and 1/2 are the phases for the two spin chains along the b
axis in the unit cell, one at x=0, and the other at x=0.5 (x, y are in lattice units), see FIG. II.
7.(a). In the E-type commensurate state, k=0.5, 1/2-0=/2, and the magnetic
structure lacks the inversion symmetry, i.e. is acentric. Superimposed on the lattice
structure, it is consistent with non-zero Pa. In the k0.5 state the spin magnitude is not
constant, and other phase differences  are allowed, leading to both polar acentric (e.g.

=/2), and centric (=0 and ) spin density waves (SDW) [13]. In the latter case,
Pa=0 if the inversion centers of the SDW and the atomic structure coincide. In our
samples, measured Pa is zero, and therefore the centric incommensurate SDW must be
realized. One of the two possible Mn magnetic structures for the centric incommensurate
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SDW, corresponding to =0, is shown in FIG. II. 7.(a), the other with = simply has
the opposite spin direction for x=0.5. (For simplicity, the k=0.4 state with period of
exactly 5 unit cells is shown.) These structures are antiferroelectric, with one half of the
unit cell having the opposite Pa to the other. Large increase of a below TN (FIG. II. 5.)
without the presence of Pa strongly supports this conclusion.
The primary result of our work is the unexpected direction of P. Because of the
clear association of FE with the Ho order, the natural candidate mechanism of
multiferroicity is Ho-Mn interaction. In fact, rare-earth – 3d element interaction was
reported to be essential in multiferroic orthoferrites [14, 15], as well as to play a role in
some spiral manganites [16, 17]. We find that Ho-Mn exchange striction indeed provides
a simple explanation for the observed phenomena. Disregarding the x component of the
Ho spins which does not contribute to the striction, the Ho SDW order essentially follows
that of Mn, but with an experimentally undetermined phase shift between the two [11].
To maximize the energy gain from the Ho-Mn striction producing the c-axis
displacement, the phase shift should be zero or  because it pairs large Ho and Mn spins
adjacent in the x direction (the Mn spins adjacent in the y direction are antiparallel to each
other for the same z, partially cancelling the effect of the striction). As shown in FIG. II.
7.(b) for one of these phase shifts, the Ho spin is then anti-aligned with the 3 Mn spins
below, and aligned with the 3 Mn spins above, and moves down due to exchange striction.
One can readily check that in this case, Mn-Ho exchange striction moves all the Ho spins
of one chain (e.g. for x=0) in the same direction along the c axis. The energy gain is the
same for aligning with the Mn spins above or below the Ho atom, and therefore the x=0
and x=0.5 Ho chains in the magnetic unit cell can either have the same or the opposite
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FIG. II. 7. (a), (b) The magnetic order leading to Pa=0 and Pc>0 in the k=0.4 state.
Dashed line in (a) outlines the magnetic unit cell. In (b), thick solid and dashed lines
designate attractive and repulsive Ho-Mn interactions, respectively.
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directions of Pc. Experimentally, Pc0, and therefore the Ho order shown in FIGs. II. 7.
(a,b) which produces the same Pc in every Ho chain should be realized. Clearly,
experimental confirmation of this phase relationship between the Ho and Mn SDWs, and
whether it is affected by the poling used for Pc measurements, would be of significant
interest. Finally, we note that the onset of the weak Pc at T30 K could be produced via
the mechanism due to weak Ho moment induced by the Mn order, which was previously
observed in polycrystalline samples [12].

o-HoMnO3 exhibits a strong magnetoelectric effect. FIG. II. 9.(a) shows the full
suppression of Pc at H=2 and 4 T for H||b and H||a, respectively. For H||c, only a small
decrease of Pc is found. The suppression of Pc coincides with a drop in c (FIG. II. 9.(b)),
and with an anomaly in dM/dH (inset in FIG. II. 9.(a)). The vanishing polarization is
probably associated with field-induced reorientation of the Ho spins and the
corresponding changes in the effects of Ho-Mn exchange striction. Our data show that the
reorientation is easier to achieve in the ab plane, consistent with the magnetic anisotropy
that tends to confine the Ho spins there [11, 12]. FIGs. II. 10 and 11 show T dependences
of Pc and c in various applied fields. Consistent with the data of FIGs. II. 9.(a,b),
magnetic field suppresses the ferroelectric state, and decreases the ferroelectric transition
temperature.

Presence of two coexisting exchange-striction mechanisms of multiferroicity in the Etype orthorhombic manganites is the key result of this work. Depending on the phase
relationships within and between the Mn and Ho SDWs, both Mn-Mn and Ho-Mn
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FIG. II. 8. Spin structures with zero and non-zero c-axis polarization in the k=0.5 E-type
state. In all figures, the a-axis components of the Ho spins are not shown.

FIG. II. 9. Magnetic field dependences of the electric polarization Pc (a) and dielectric
susceptibility c (b) for different directions of H.
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FIG. II. 10. Temperature dependences of the electric polarization (a-c) in various applied
magnetic fields.
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FIG. II. 11 Temperature dependences of the dielectric constants (a-c) in various applied
magnetic fields.
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interactions can produce zero or non-zero electric polarization along the a and c axis,
respectively. The k=0.5 state appears to be an exception for which the Pa=0 state is absent,
because centric SDW would imply zero Mn spin for half of the Mn ions. However, even
for k=0.5, states with both zero and non-zero Pc are possible, as illustrated in FIG. II. 8.
The presence of two coexisting mechanisms producing different directions of P may open
new possibilities for magnetoelectric control, and should lead to previously unobserved
phenomena. In our samples, only one mechanism (Ho-Mn) leads to FE. However, some
of the previously studied polycrystalline o-HoMnO3 samples [12] enter the k=0.5 state at
T=TL which is larger than THo, and significant P is observed for THo<T<TL. A large
increase of P at THo is also present in these samples. For these samples, our model
predicts that the polarization is initially along the a axis, and that a large c-axis
component develops in addition with decreasing T. Thus, we expect that the direction of
P changes with T in the k=0.5 crystals. The reason for the variation of the exact
magnitude and T dependence of P and (in)commensurability among published results in
polycrystalline specimens [11, 12] and our crystal data is currently unclear, but the
presence of defects or residual strains may play an important role. To verify the
intriguing possibility of temperature-induced rotation of the P, preparation of such k=0.5
crystals is certainly desirable.

In summary, we report first studies of single-crystalline o-HoMnO3, which is
currently considered a prototype E-type multiferroic with symmetric exchange-striction
mechanism. Contrary to the current belief, the ferroelectric polarization in our crystals is
along the c axis. We argue that Mn-Mn and Ho-Mn exchange striction mechanisms
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coexist in this system. These mechanisms can lead to both ferroelectric and
antiferroelectric orders along the a axis (Mn-Mn), and the c axis (Ho-Mn). In our samples,
the Ho-Mn interaction produces the c-axis polarization, while the Mn-Mn exchange
striction induces the a-axis antiferroelectric order. We also propose that under certain
conditions, these coexisting mechanisms should lead to temperature-induced rotation of
FE polarization in the E-type manganites.
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Chapter III

Tunable Large Ferroelectric Polarization in a
Magnetism-Driven Ferroelectric
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1. Introduction
Multiferroics
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materials
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ferroelectricity, ferroelasticity and magnetism coexist and are coupled [1] . A significant
fraction of the current research is focused on magnetism-driven ferroelectrics where the
presence

of

competing

antiferromagnetic

order

interactions
with
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magnetic
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space
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symmetry
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an
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ferroelectricity to develop. Both symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the magnetic
exchange coupling can be coupled to the polar distortions. Antisymmetric exchange
interaction is active in cycloidal-magnetic multiferroics such as LiCu2O2 and TbMnO3 [24] while multiferroicity in Ca3CoMnO6 and TbMn2O5 [5, 6] systems primarily from
symmetric exchange interaction. The ferroelectric polarization (P) in magnetism-driven
ferroelectrics turns out to be minuscule, compared with that of the typical ferroelectrics
such as BaTiO3 (P~2x105 μC/m2). For example, polarization values of LiCu2O2, TbMnO3,
Ca3CoMnO6, and TbMn2O5 are 4 μC/m2, 800 μC/m2, 90 μC/m2, and 400 μC/m2,
respectively. Thus, one of the pressing challenges of the research on magnetism-driven
multiferroics is finding systems or means to enhance the magnitude of polarization. In
GdFeO3 and orthorhombic HoMnO3 [7-9] , the symmetric exchange interaction between
rare-earth and transition metal ions plays an essential role in producing large polarization
(~1,500 μC/m2). The strong coupling between structural distortions and magnetic order
can in principle also lead to a large variation of the electric polarization under the
application of magnetic fields. However, in known materials to date, the effect of strong
magnetic fields is either to rotate tiny P by 90o in cycloidal-multiferroics [10, 11] or
induce only a small variation of P in symmetric exchange-striction compounds [6] . In
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the course of studying systematically the multiferroic properties of REMn2O5 (RE=rare
earths such as Gd, Tb, …, Lu and Y), we discovered that GdMn2O5 exhibits an electrical
polarization of unprecedented magnitude P=3,600 μC/m2. Furthermore, applying
magnetic fields induces a giant change of P by 5,000 μC/m2 which is the largest among
the known multiferroic systems.

It is very essential to obtain the complete magnetic structure of the system to
investigate the origin of large P as well as the remarkable variation of P under the
magnetic fields. Several x-ray resonant diffraction studies have been performed in the
past few years [12-15] , which have improved the knowledge of many complex magnetic
systems by taking advantage of the element selective property to investigate e.g. RE ions
or by refining usually small but important details of the magnetic structure configurations.
However, the experimental difficulties to collect a large amount of data and properly
correct them in order to refine the lots of parameters prohibit constructing full complex
magnetic structure. In our experiment, combining the data collected in-resonance at the
Gd LIII-edge and off-resonance enables us to complete magnetic phase diagram of
GdMn2O5 entirely with x-ray magnetic scattering.

In this paper, we present our finding of a large ferroelectric polarization in
GdMn2O5 along the b axis (Pb), as large as 3,600 C/m2 and the significant reversible
tuning of Pb (∆Pb5,000 C/m2) by applying external magnetic fields along the a axis
(Ha), which is the largest magnitude reported so far in magnetism-driven ferroelectrics.
Based on x-ray magnetic scattering data, we model the complete magnetic structure of
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both Gd and Mn moments in the ferroelectric state. We propose a magnetoelectric
coupling scheme where the large ferroelectric polarization originates predominantly from
the Gd-Mn nearly-symmetric exchange striction rather than the known mechanism of
Mn-Mn exchange striction in the related compounds.

2. Experimental Method
The single crystals of GdMn2O5 with an orthorhombic structure (centrosymmetric
space group, Pbam) were grown utilizing a conventional B2O3/PbO/PbF2 flux method
[16] . Magnetization (M) was measured with a SQUID magnetometer. P and dielectric
constant (ɛ) were obtained by integrating pyroelectric current measured with an
electrometer and using an LCR meter at f =44 kHz, respectively. The x-ray magnetic
scattering data was collected at the I16 beamline (Diamond Light Source Ltd.)[17, 18] .

In GdMn2O5, Mn4+ ions occupy oxygen octahedra, whereas Mn3+ ions are in
oxygen square-pyramids, and they form zigzag antiferromagnetic chain modulating along
the a axis with spins parallel within each chain and tilted by about 15◦ with respect to the
a axis. From the x-ray magnetic scattering data, we found that Mn spins exhibit an
incommensurate order with wave-vector k=(0.486,0,0.18) below TN140 K, followed by a
lock-in to the commensurate order with k=(0.5,0,0) below TN233 K. We note that in
contrast with other REMn2O5 (RE=Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm) compounds in which the
ordering of rare earth moments occurs at low temperatures (~5 K) [13, 19] , GdMn2O5
exhibits Gd spin order spontaneously at the temperature where Mn spins lock in, i.e. at
TN233 K.
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FIG. III. 1. Temperature dependences of electric polarizations and dielectric constants
along the b axis under zero magnetic field for GMO 1(red) and GMO 2(blue).
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3. Result and Discussion
The temperature dependence of Pb’s in zero magnetic field for two different
crystals (GMO1 and GMO2) was measured. The onset of Pb for both appears at TN233 K
where the commensurate order of Mn spins occurs (FIG. III. 1.), and the magnitude of Pb
in GMO 2 reaches to 3,600 C/m2 at 2 K. We emphasize that the observed ferroelectric
polarization of GdMn2O5 is the largest in magnitude among those of REMn2O5 with other
RE and, in fact, those of all magnetism-induced ferroelectrics discovered so far. In GMO
2, ɛ′b starts to increase with a shoulder-like feature below 40 K followed by the
pronounced sharp peak near TN2, consistent with the rapid growth of Pb. With lowering
temperature further, Pb increases broadly with getting the magnitude about two times
larger at the lowest temperature. On the other hand, GMO 1 shows two-step-like increase
of Pb below TN2 with smaller magnitude of Pb at 2 K and a broader anomaly in ɛ′b. Since
the commensurate order of both Gd and Mn does not change below TN2, the extensive
growths of Pb with decreasing the temperature for both samples and the second step of Pb
at ~26 K in GMO 1 may originate from the pinned magnetoelectric domains with P
opposite to the poling electric field. FIG. III. 2. displays the magnetic field dependence of
Pb measured at 2 K on GMO 1. The sample was prepared by poling in Eb≈10 kV/cm and
Ha=0 T. Upon increasing Ha from 0 T, Pb tends to decrease until it suddenly reverses at
~4.7 T. The magnitude of Pb reaches to -2,000 C/m2 above the transition. Thus, the
drastic change of Pb induced by the external magnetic field is of the order of ∆Pb≈5,000
C/m2. Upon decreasing Ha from 9 T, Pb exhibits large magnetic hysteresis and does not
recover the initial value at zero magnetic field, possibly due to the creation of multiple
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FIG. III. 2. Ha dependence of Pb at 2 K, where Ha was swept from 0 T to 9 T, then back
to 0 T after poling in Eb≈10 kV/cm, for GMO 1.
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FIG. III. 3. Repeated variation of Pb (red circles) at 2K under the application of Ha (light
blue lines) for GMO 1. Ha was varied linearly between 0 and 5 T.
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magnetoelectric domains with the opposite P. We also achieved the repeated variation of
Pb by changing Ha linearly between 0 and 5 T at 2 K as shown in FIG. III. 3. The
magnetic field of 5 T was chosen to minimize the magnetic hysteresis and maximize the
variation of ferroelectric polarization during repetition. The sequential flipping of the
polarization continues without significant decay and the abundant change of ferroelectric
polarization induced by the magnetic field persists.

Detailed measurements of magnetic and dielectric properties were performed on
GMO 1. The temperature and magnetic field dependences of magnetization are shown in
FIGs. III. 4. and 5. The anomalies corresponding to 33 K and 26 K are clearly shown in
the temperature derivative of magnetization along the a axis (Ma) in the inset in FIG. III.
4. The isothermal Ma at 2 K displays spin-flop transitions at around 5 T in accordance
with the reversal of Pb. The temperature dependences of Pb and ɛ′b under the various
magnetic fields from 0 to 9 T were also measured. As shown in FIG. III. 6. (a), Pb tends
to decrease in the overall range below TN2 under Ha. At 4.7 T where the spin-flop
transition at 2 K occurs, Pb presents complicated temperature dependence and a slightly
negative value at the lowest temperature. With further increase of Ha, the magnitude of
the reversed Pb becomes escalated. Accompanied with the appearance of reversed Pb, ɛ′b
also exhibits an additional peak at 4.7 T below 20 K and the peak develops sharper and
higher above 4.7 T. However, the main peak which corresponds to the onset of Pb at TN2
diminishes with increasing Ha and splits into two peaks near 4.7 T.
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FIG. III. 4. Temperature dependence of magnetization along the three different
crystallographic axes for H=0.2 T. Inset shows the temperature derivative of the
susceptibility along the a-axis.
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FIG. III. 5. Magnetic field dependence of magnetization along the a, b, and c axes at 2 K.
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FIG. III. 6. Temperature vs. Pb (a) and ɛ′b (b) in various magnetic fields (Ha=0, 4, 4.5, 4.7,
5, 6, and 9 T). All the data were obtained from GMO 1.
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FIG. III. 7. Azimuthal dependence of the magnetic Bragg peak intensities at 5 K. The
azimuth value is given with respect to a reference in the (1 0 0) direction. (a) Magnetic
Bragg reflections at resonance (Gd LIII edge). The symbols containing the error bars
show the experimental data points. The solid curves are fits to the data. (b) (2.5 3 0)
reflection in non-resonant condition at 6.4 keV, in the σσ′ (blue) and σπ′ (red) channels.
Error bars are contained in the spot size.
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The magnetic structure of GdMn2O5 was studied by x-ray magnetic scattering,
both off resonance and in resonant conditions (RMS) at the Gd LIII edge. The model for
the magnetic structure of the Gd sublattice has been derived from the azimuthal
dependence of five magnetic reflections measured in resonant conditions at 5 K. (FIG. III.
7.(a)) The Gd magnetic configuration and the magnetic symmetry were found by a leastsquare refinement of all azimuthal scans considered simultaneously. The complete
magnetic structure, i.e. including the Mn magnetic ordering and the relative phase
between Gd and Mn modulations, was probed using non-resonant magnetic scattering.
(FIG. III. 7.(b)) Only a single off-resonant azimuthal scan could be collected in the full
azimuthal range, preventing to perform an unconstrained refinement including all Mn
moments. Instead, the magnetic configuration of the Mn in the ab plane was fixed to that
found for other commensurate structure of the REMn2O5 compounds. By including the
Gd contribution derived from the RMS work, the off-resonance scans can be adequately
fitted.

FIG. III. 8. displays the complete magnetic structure of GdMn2O5 projected in the
ab plane in the commensurate phase. The Gd moments are aligned almost
ferromagnetically relative to the neighboring Mn3+ moments. It is now well accepted that
in REMn2O5 [1, 20, 21] , the electric polarization originates from the symmetric exchange
striction of Mn ions between nearly collinear Mn spins. The exchange striction is
dominated by the spin-configuration of neighboring Mn3+-Mn4+ pair and generates an
ionic ferroelectric polarization along the b axis whose sign is dictated by the repulsion
and attraction of pairs of ions bearing anti-parallel and parallel spin configurations,
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FIG. III. 8. In-plane crystallographic and magnetic structure of GdMn2O5 with illustrating
both Gd and Mn spins in the low temperature commensurate state. The solid and dotted
lines indicate attractive and repulsive exchange interactions for Gd-Mn (yellow) and MnMn (green), respectively. Open arrows reflect the directions of the ionic displacements
corresponding to the macroscopic Pb.
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respectively. In this case, the angle of Mn3+-O-Mn4+~71◦ which is close to 90◦ favors
ferromagnetic arrangement within the pairs so that the parallel pairs (Mn3+-Mn4+ spin
pairs connected with green solid line in FIG. III. 8.) are brought closer to each other
while the anti-parallel pairs (Mn3+-Mn4+ spin pairs connected with green dotted line in
FIG. III. 8.) tend to move away from each other. The resulting ferroelectric polarization is
indicated in green arrows in FIG. III. 8.

However, the symmetric exchange striction between Mn pairs might not be singly
responsible for the remarkable ferroelectricity in GdMn2O5. Note that the system such as
YMn2O5 where the ferroelectricity results mainly from the Mn-Mn exchange striction
display a polarization of only 1,000 μC/m2 which is less than one third of the one found
in GdMn2O5 [22] . The magnetic structure of GdMn2O5 strongly suggests that the
plausible explanation for the additional source of polarization lies in the symmetric
exchange striction mechanism of Gd-Mn spin pairs in the commensurate phase. Note that
the contributions of rare earth-transition metal interaction to the ferroelectricity have been
known in some multiferroics such as the orthoferrite and orthorhombic HoMnO3. In the
case of Gd3+-Mn4+ pairs, because of the bond angle of Gd-O-Mn ~140◦, anti-parallel
arrangement of spins becomes more favorable assuming Goodenough-Kanamori rule
would be valid. The attraction between antiparallel Gd-Mn pairs gives the distortion
producing the ferroelectricity along the b axis (yellow arrow in FIG. III. 8.) as the same
direction for the ferroelectric polarization induced by Mn-Mn exchange striction. The
promoted ferroelectricity due to the distinct presence of Gd-Mn exchange-striction in
GdMn2O5 is originated from its simplest magnetic structure among REMn2O5 series
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FIG. III. 9. In-plane spin structure regarding the reversed direction of Pb under the
application of Ha.
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below TN2. From our investigation of the magnetic structure, along the a axis, the zigzag
antiferromagnetic chains propagate with kx=0.5 like other REMn2O5 compounds in the
commensurate phase. In contrast with other compounds, GdMn2O5 possesses the
propagation vector of kz=0 which produces the ferromagnetic stacking along c axis. The
dissimilar magnetic structure can be explained from the ionic size of Gd3+ slightly larger
than other rare-earth in the series, which influences on the Mn exchange striction through
the Gd layer.

The application of the magnetic fields along the easy axis, a axis, reverses the
ferroelectric polarization. We offer the conceivable scenario on the reversal of
ferroelectric polarization. In BiMn2O5, the spin-flop in the antiferromagnetic zigzag spin
chain under the applied magnetic field is known to be responsible of the reversal of
polarization [23, 24] . As shown in FIG. III. 9., upon applying Ha, both Gd and Mn spins
rotate clockwise or counter-clockwise by 90◦ with respect to the initial orientations. This
results in the conversion of the relative orientations of spin pairs (both Gd-Mn and MnMn pairs), and therefore gives rise to the reversal of the ferroelectric polarization.

In summary, we have established that GdMn2O5 displays the largest ferroelectric
polarization in zero magnetic field and the largest variation of polarization in a magnetic
field among the spin-driven ferroelectrics. Furthermore, the direction of the polarization
can be repeatedly switched by an applied magnetic field. Based on the complete magnetic
structure probed by x-ray resonant and off-resonant magnetic scattering, we argue that in
addition to the Mn-Mn exchange striction mechanism, the Gd-Mn symmetric exchange
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striction is primarily responsible for the observed large ferroelectric polarization.
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Chapter IV

Conclusion
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1. Summary
The recent discoveries of multiferroics and the origins of ferroelectricity driven
by particular types of spin arrangements, have been extensively discussed in chapter I. A
few examples were presented regarding the mechanisms of symmetric and antisymmetric exchange strictions which result in ferroelectricity. Also, new trend of studies
on multiferroics were introduced, such as the realization of a cross-control effect by
utilizing ferromagnetic-ferroelectric phase coexistence and the observation of
multiferroic vortex-antivortex networks extending to large-scale domain structures in
hexagonal manganites.
In chapter II, a new multiferroic, single-crystalline orthorhombic-perovskite
HoMnO3 was investigated. The larger rod-like single crystals of the orthorhombic
HoMnO3 were first grown by the flux method in an ambient pressure, which is a
significant progress because the ambient pressure during the growth usually stabilizes
only hexagonal phase of HoMnO3. The grown crystals with incommensurate E-type
magnetic structure exhibit much large ferroelectric polarization than that observed in
polycrystalline samples. The onset of polarization appears to be below Ho ordering
temperature and the direction of polarization is found to be along the c-axis, completely
different from the theoretical expectations. From the analysis, the polarization along the
c-axis can be explained by the new emerging mechanism of Ho-Mn exchange striction
and the loss of polarization along the a-axis due to Mn-Mn exchange striction can be
validated with the antiferroelectric order described in the incommensurate spin state.
Thus, the realization of a crystal possessing the commensurate E-type spin order may
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lead to the intricate switching of direction of ferroelectric polarization triggered by the
temperature variation.
In chapter III, the new discovery of tunable giant ferroelecric polarization in the
multiferroic GdMn2O5 has been presented. The ferroelectric polarization along the b-axis
is found to be the largest and be varied repeatedly with the largest change by applying
external magnetic fields along the a-axis among the spin-driven ferroelectrics known to
date. In addition, contrary to the known origin for ferroelectricity in REMn2O5, the MnMn exchange striction mechanism, the complete magnetic structure constructed by the xray resonant scattering experiment elucidate the large ferroelectricity in GdMn2O5
originates mostly from the Gd-Mn symmetric exchange striction. The result supplies the
new route to enhance the magnitude and tenability of ferroelectric polarization in
multiferroics.

2. Prospect of multiferroics research
Despite the great achievement made on the multiferroics research so far, there still
exist some difficulties in utilizing the extraordinary effect of magnetoelectric couplings in
multiferroics directly to the true device applications. The main hurdles for practical
operations lie in a very low working temperature of magnetoeletric controls of magnetic
and dielectric properties, a relatively small magnitude of ferroelectric polarization
compared to the conventional ferroelectric materials, and so on.
Lately, the Z-type hexaferrite, Sr3Co2Fe24O41 has shown the possibility to
overcome such problems [1]. Hexaferrites are iron oxides with the hexagonal structure
and form in a number of different types relying on their chemical formula and structures
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FIG. IV. 1. Room-temperature magnetoelectric effect of Sr3Co2Fe24O41 ceramics sintered
in oxygen. (a) Magnetic field dependence of electric polarization at 300 K. (b) Expanded
views of a portion of (a). These data show effects of the sign of the poling electric field
and that of magnetic field on the magnetoelectric signals [1].
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[2]. Y-type Hexaferrites, such as (Ba,Sr)2Zn2Fe12O22 and Ba2Mg2Fe12O22, are the
magnetic-field-induced ferroelectrics [3, 4]. The multiferroic transition temperatures of
these Y-type hexaferrites are above room temperature, however, the control of dielectric
properties by applying magnetic fields can be observed only at the temperatures below
~130 K because of the considerable conduction at higher temperatures. Recently,
Kitagawa et al. successfully synthesized the Z-type hexaferrite, Sr3Co2Fe24O41 ceramics
whose magnetic transition temperature is around ~670 K. The sample sintered in oxygen
shows very high resistivity which provides an optimum condition for accomplishing
room-temperature magnetoelectric tunability. FIG. IV. 1. demonstrates the pronounced
magnetoelectric coupling effect measured at 300 K. In spite of almost no spontaneous
ferroelectric polarization in zero magnetic field, application of magnetic field leads to the
electric polarization which reveals a maximum at 0.25~0.3 T, followed by the decrease
and final disappearance at around 1 T. The result may present the possible application for
magnetoelectric devices at room temperature.
Another tactic to achieve tunable room-temperature multiferroicity can be
presented using interfacial co-play between ferromagnetic and ferroelecteric thin films.
The room-temperature multiferrocity has been demonstrated in the hetero-structural
Fe/BaTiO3 and Co/BaTiO3 [5]. It appears that the spin-polarized transport can be
controlled by switching the direction of ferroelectric polarization in BaTiO3. The result is
displayed in the measurement of tunneling magneto-resistance (TMR) in the
Fe/BTO/LSMO and Co/BTO/LSMO tunnel junction through intricate interfacial
correlation between magnetism and ferroelectricity. The element selective X-ray resonant
magnetic scattering (XRMS) spectra also reveal a spontaneous magnetic moment in
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BaTiO3 with magnetically hysteric behavior. As shown in FIG. IV. 2., the ferromagneticlike character of BaTiO3 is observed by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism signals at
selected energies as a function of the magnetic field. FIG. IV. 3. shows the out- of-plane
piezoresponse of BaTiO3 film as a function of the applied voltage. Therefore, BaTiO3 in
the heterostructure turns out to be the room-temperature mutliferroic.
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FIG. IV. 2. (a) XRMS versus magnetic field for Mn, Fe, Ti and O for the Fe/BTO sample
measured at 300 K. (b) XRMS versus magnetic field for Mn, Co, Ti and O for the
Co/BTO sample measured at 300 K.
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FIG. IV. 3. Out-of-plane piezoresponse phase loop of a BTO(1.2nm)/LSMO sample at
300 K. The corresponding amplitude and extracted piezoelectric coefficient (d33) data
are shown in the insets.
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